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Introduction

We have studied probability distributions of edge-localized mode (ELM) timing in JET H-

mode plasmas. By analogy with a statistical analysis of turbulent fluid flow, this probabilistic

approach is aimed at revealing information about ELM onset and dynamics, complementing

studies based on quantities averaged over multiple ELM bursts. In addition, such information

might be exploited for ELM control purposes, for instance by reducing the occurrence prob-

ability of ‘extreme’ events, such as ELMs that carry prohibitively more energy than expected

on average. In this contribution, we explore the variety of distributions of inter-ELM time and

ELM duration encountered in a database of JET H-mode plasmas under a broad range of plasma

conditions and with different wall materials. As an application, we discuss differences between

the timing distributions of type I and type III ELMs.

ELM timing extraction

A database containing ELM timing data from 832 JET plasmas has been established up until

now, and is still being expanded. It consists of 453 plasmas in the presence of the JET carbon

wall (CW) and 379 plasmas with the ITER-like wall (ILW). No specific selection criteria were

used, resulting in a database covering a significant part of the JET operational space. A subset

of 100 CW plasmas was assembled in earlier work and is used here as a reference [1]. The

timing of individual ELM occurrences was extracted in each plasma in a window of typically

one to a few seconds under stationary plasma conditions. Hence, each window contains tens

to hundreds of ELMs that can be associated with a set of fixed global plasma parameters. The

database includes type I and type III ELMs, according to the standard definition of frequency

dependence on heating power. There are also so-called ‘compound ELMs’, each consisting of a

large ELM followed by a series of small ELMs.

At JET, the ELM timing can be obtained from a spectroscopic signal of Dα emissivity (CW)

or BeII (ILW) along a line-of-sight viewing toward the inner or outer divertor target plates.

In order to robustly cope with the considerable variability of ELM-related waveforms across

the database, a new ELM detection algorithm has been developed. Based on gamma mixture
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modeling of the spectroscopic ELM indicator signal, the algorithm is robust w.r.t. various ELM

waveforms, with little or no need for parameter tuning.

(a) (b)
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Figure 1: Spectroscopic signals used for ELM timing in

a number of examples, indicating ELM peak times, as

well as peak start and end times. Any peaks in the cyan

part of the signal are ignored, based on a dynamically es-

tablished threshold. (a) Type I (ILW), (b) high-frequency

type I (CW), (c) type III (CW), (d) compound (ILW).

Examples of ELM detection are

shown in Fig. 1. Most ELM activ-

ity in the database is of type I, but

some plasmas clearly exhibit type

III ELMs, as confirmed by indepen-

dent means [1, 2]. Type III ELMs

typically have a higher frequency

than type Is, but actually the fre-

quency ranges overlap. Therefore,

particularly in ILW plasmas, addi-

tional criteria are required for distin-

guishing ELM types, e.g. based on

a power scan or MHD mode spec-

tra from magnetic measurements.

For instance, Fig. 1(b) shows type

I ELMs at 143 Hz, while panel (c)

has type III ELMs at 133 Hz.

ELM timing distributions

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: An ELM timing

signal with a multimodal

inter-ELM time distribution.

Once the ELM timing is extracted, probability distributions

can be studied of inter-ELM times ∆tELM, based on the differ-

ence between the ELM peak times. ELM durations τELM are

also being investigated, in this work based on the ELM peak

width in the indicator signal. Histograms of type I and type III

ELMs are shown in Fig. 3, revealing a difference in distribution

shape, which so far appears to be general across the database.

Type I ELMs usually have relatively symmetric timing distri-

butions, whereas type III ELMs are positively skewed. Hence,

type I ELMs are generally more regular than type IIIs, the lat-

ter exhibiting more intermittent behavior. Remarkably, a consid-

erable number of plasmas with type I ELMs have multimodal

inter-ELM time distributions, an example of which is shown in

Fig. 2. This feature occurs mostly in ILW plasmas, although it is also seen in some CW plasmas,
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Figure 3: Histograms of inter-ELM times ∆tELM and ELM peak duration τELM together with

Weibull fits. (a), (b): type I; (c), (d): type III.

and may be related to different ELM triggering mechanisms [4].

It is interesting and practical to characterize the timing distributions by means of a parametric

model. Following earlier work [2, 1], we choose a Weibull model, with the following PDF:

p(t|α,β ) =
β

α

( t
α

)β−1
exp

[
−
( t

λ

)β
]
. (t > 0)

Here, α mainly determines the scale of the distribution, while β characterizes its shape. Al-

though more suitable models may be identified (particularly the multi-modal distributions re-

quire special treatment), the Weibull distribution has the advantage that a closed-form expres-

sion exists for the Rao geodesic distance, which allows systematic, quantitative studies of dif-

ferences between probability distributions [3].

A map of the inter-ELM time distributions is shown in Fig. 4(a). The plasmas from the refer-

ence set, including type I ELMs, type I high-frequency ELMs and type III ELMs, are indicated

separately from the more recently added CW and ILW plasmas. The mean of a Weibull distribu-

tion with parameters α and β is given by αΓ(1+1/β ), which for β & 2 mainly depends on α ,

in a linear way, i.e. a roughly inverse dependence on frequency. The skewness of the distribution

depends mainly on β , with positively skewed distributions for β . 3.5, i.e. in the region of type

III and compound ELMs. This is followed by more symmetric to slightly negatively skewed

distributions for larger β .

The reference plasmas with type III ELMs appear to form a cluster in the figure that can

be distinguished from the more numerous type I plasmas. In between the two classes there is

a weakly populated region of plasmas that seem to exhibit both types of ELM activity. The

plasmas with type I high-frequency ELMs are somewhat detached from the type III region,

although a more flexible distribution model may lead to a clearer separation [2]. Nevertheless it

is clear that, in general, and in particular for low β , both parameters of the Weibull distribution

are needed to distinguish the various types of ELM activity. Hence, the probabilistic description

contains significantly more information than the mere ELM frequencies.

The plasmas that were recently added to the database, on top of the reference set, have not
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Figure 4: (a) Map of the inter-ELM time Weibull distributions, with full line contours represent-

ing the average ELM frequency and dashed line contours the skewness γ1. A cluster of verified

type III activity is indicated. (b) Projection using MDS based on the Rao distance.

yet been independently classified into type I and type III. However, their location w.r.t. the

reference set may be used to establish their class membership, in line with earlier work regarding

ELM classification [1]. The compound ELMs are situated in the region of the lowest β values,

although mostly at higher α than the type III ELMs. The histograms suggest that the series of

small ELMs in each compound ELM are in fact type III ELMs.

Finally, it should be noted that a simple plot of the parameters of a distribution does not

provide an optimal representation of the relative distance between the distributions. The Rao

geodesic distance based on the Fisher information metric is a suitable distance measure [1].

By means of multidimensional scaling (MDS), a projection of the database was obtained that

respects the intrinsic geometry of the Weibull distribution, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

Conclusion

A database has been established at JET exhibiting a rich variety of ELM timing characteris-

tics, which have been modeled by means of Weibull distributions. Apart from the average ELM

frequency, the shape of the inter-ELM time distribution appears to be a discriminating feature

between plasmas with ELM activity involving different ELM types. In addition to a system-

atic analysis of the trends of ELM statistical properties in terms of plasma conditions, this will

be further explored in an expanded database, including additional plasmas from JET and other

devices (ASDEX Upgrade and DIII-D).
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